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Across

3. These were used to play multiple 

parts

6. Impacted 19th century theater

8. Plays were likely reenactments of 

events, such as the hunt

9. Good vs evil, spectacular action, 

stage effects

15. From Elizabethan theater, another 

term for actor

21. First recorded actor

22. Embraced human nature and 

appealed to emotions

24. Purpose of drama is stories told by 

the Church

26. City-state at the center of ancient 

Greek theater

27. Rebirth of interest in theater across 

Europe

28. Costumes during Romanticism and 

Realism were ___________________

29. Plays bases on events and people 

from the past

30. Literary device where characters 

represent other ideas

Down

1. Plays with traditional structure and 

logical plot

2. Play about common people with 

happy ending

4. Characters are believable, everyday 

types

5. Where drama as we know it began

7. From ancient Greece, another name 

for an actor

10. Well-made plays had 

no___________________.

11. Early drama in Greece was designed 

to worship this god

12. Realistic drama set design with 3 

walls

13. The purpose of drama in the 

Renaissance was_________________

14. Play about nobles/royalty with sad 

ending

16. Best preserved ancient theater in 

Greece

17. Used in place of candles in the 19th 

century

18. Narrators commenting on the action 

of the story

19. Plays that taught how to live a good, 

godly life

20. Gender of Elizabethan players

23. Groups of players sponsored by 

nobles

25. Elizabethan theaters were often this 

shape


